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Introduction

Effective resource scheduling is a fundamental issue for achieving high performance
in various computer systems. The goal of resource scheduling is to arrange the
best location of each resource and determine the most appropriate sequence of job
execution, while satisfying certain constraints or optimizations. Although the topic
of resource scheduling has been widely investigated for several decades, it is still
a research hotspot as new paradigms continue to emerge, such as grid computing
[1, 2], cloud computing [3, 4], big data analytics [5, 6], and so on.
With the explosive growth of data volumes, more and more organizations are
building large-scale data-centric systems (DCS). These systems are hosted by one
or more data centers, where they serve as IT infrastructures for data processing,
scientific computing, and a variety of other applications involving “big data”. Datacentric systems offer new solutions for existing applications and promote warehousescale data businesses such as cloud computing, cloud storage services, and so on.
Unfortunately, there is no widely accepted standard definition for data-centric
systems. However, in general, if a computing system involves large volumes of data
which are hosted by data centers, it can be labeled as “data-centric systems”. Examples include large-scale web search engine, data management systems, data mining
systems. Particularly, we focus on three kinds of data-centric systems in this chapter:
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• Cloud computing platforms. A cloud computing platform is depicted as a large
pool of computing and storage resources, which provides various services (IaaS,
PaaS and SaaS) and elastic resources [3] to public users via the Internet. Recent
years have witnessed a rapid growth in the number of cloud computing platforms,
such as Amazon EC2 [7], IBM Blue Cloud [8], Google AppEngine [9], RackSpace
[10] and Microsoft Azure [11].
• Data-Intensive Super Computing (DISC) systems. DISC systems are new forms
of high-performance computing (HPC) systems that concentrate on high-volume
data, rather than computation. DISC is responsible for the acquisition, updating,
sharing, and archiving of the data. In addition, DISC supports data-intensive
computation over high-volume data [12–14].
• MapReduce-style systems. MapReduce-style processing systems are designed to
deal with big data volume in parallel on large-scale clusters. A traditional and
popular example is Hadoop [15], an open-source implementation of the MapReduce framework [16]. Hadoop can easily scale out to thousands of nodes and work
with petabyte data.
In the context of DCS, effective resource scheduling is notoriously difficult due
to the complexity and diversity of DCS. More specifically, the challenges for
scheduling optimization include the following: (1) the software/hardware stack in
data-centric systems is composed of many layers [17, 18]. The entities and objectives
of scheduling may be completely different across these software/hardware layers.
(2) the workload running the data-centric systems is significantly miscellaneous.
The workload is usually comprised of long-running applications, Web services,
MapReduce jobs, HPC jobs, and so on. Therefore, compared with the traditional
distributed systems like distributed file systems and DBMS, data-centric systems
pose many more challenges for improving resource efficiency by scheduling due to
the system complexity and workload diversity.
To address these challenges, various resource scheduling methods in the context
of DCS have been proposed in recent years. For example, motivated by the market
behaviors in the field of economics, some literature has focused on regulating the
supply and demand of resources in cloud environments, using such as commoditybased [19, 20] or auction-based strategies [21, 22]. These resource scheduling polices
are designed for reducing cost for resource consumers and maximizing profits for
resource providers. Other literature focuses on optimizing the system throughput by
allocating resources based on various heuristics. For example, the scheduler may concentrate on system utilization [23], job completion time [24, 25], load balance [26],
energy consumption [27–29], data locality [30, 31], or real-time satisfaction [32, 33].
While the topic of resource scheduling in data-centric systems is broad enough
to provide enough content for a book, those existing techniques are scattered and
poorly organized. A systematic survey on the existing research advances is necessary
and helpful to further improvement and performance optimization. In this chapter,
we classify the resource scheduling approaches into three categories according to the
scheduling model: resource provision, job scheduling and data scheduling. We give a
systematic review of the most significant techniques for these categories, and present
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some open problems to be addressed. We believe this systematic and comprehensive
analysis can help researchers and engineers to better understand those scheduling
techniques and inspire new developments within this field.
The chapter is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the definitions of a list
of terminologies used in the chapter. A taxonomy of existing works on resource
scheduling is presented in Sect. 3. In Sect. 4, we will look at four case studies, each
of which is derived from practical or productional systems. In Sect. 5, we outline
interesting future trends and challenges of resource scheduling.

2 Terminology
Due to the diversity of data-centric systems, the terminology used in this field is
often inconsistent. To clarify the description in this chapter, we define the following
necessary terminology.
Resource. Resource is a collection of components that can be scheduled to perform
an operation. Some traditional examples of resources are CPU cores for computing,
memory spaces for storage, network links for transferring, electrical power, and so
on.
Task. A task is an atomic action from the scheduler’s point of view. A Task is defined
by a collection of input data and corresponding operations.
Job. A job is a group of tasks that will be executed on a set of resources. The
definition of jobs is recursive, which means that jobs are composed of sub-jobs
and/or tasks, and sub-jobs can be decomposed further into atomic tasks.
Service. A service is a program to enable access to one or more resources, where the
access is provided by a predefined interface. For instance, cloud computing, which
is provisioned as services, are broadly divided into three categories: software-as-aservice (SaaS), platform-as-a-service (PaaS), and infrastructure as-a-service (IaaS).
Data-Centric Systems. Although there is no de-facto standard definition for the
term “data-centric systems”, they are very common in various forms. In most cases,
they are characterized (partially or fully) by the following features:
•
•
•
•

managing of large volumes of data, in range of petabyte-level and beyond
hosted by one or more data centers
involving complex software/hardware stacks
serving for multiple users and execute diverse workloads

Generally, many computing systems can be labeled as “data-centric systems”, such
as web search engines, data management systems, and data mining systems. To summarize, this chapter concentrates on three kinds of traditional data-center systems,
including cloud computing platforms, data-intensive super computing systems, and
MapReduce-style systems.
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Classification and State-of-the-Art

In this section, we present a broad view of resource scheduling issues in data-centric
systems. As data-centric systems involve multiple software layers, scheduling operations take place on multiple layers. For example, assume that a set of MapReduce
jobs are submitted to a data processing application, which is hosted on a cloud platform like Amazon EC2, the scheduling operations will be conducted multiple times.
Firstly, when the application for processing MapReduce jobs, such as Hadoop, is
loaded on the cloud, the application needs to be provisioned with a certain amount of
resources, which is often referred to as resource provision (aka. resource allocation).
Secondly, when the set of job requests are submitted to the application, the scheduler
in the application needs to map the set of jobs to multiple servers in a certain manner,
which is also known as job scheduling. Thirdly, to improve the resource utilization or
job execution efficiency, the scheduler within storage systems needs to schedule the
data transfer, replication, distribution, either during the job execution or in advance,
which is often referred to as data scheduling.

3.1

Hierarchy of Resource Scheduling in DCS

In fact, similar as in the context of a data processing system, the resource scheduling
issue in DCS also can be generally divided into the problems of resource provision,
job scheduling and data scheduling. Although data-centric systems come with variable implementations, we still can abstract a common hierarchical architecture of
various data-centric systems from the perspective of scheduling, which is depicted
in Fig. 1.
• Resource provision. Resource provision is to allocate resources to satisfy multiple applications efficiently. In one aspect, on the top layer of data-centric systems,
various applications, VM instances, Web services etc., run on the data-centric systems. They demand a certain type and amount of resources when they are loaded.
In the other aspect, the data-centric systems is a unified resource platform, which
holds massive computation and storage resources in the data centers. The resources are allocated to users based on a certain policy to satisfy the requirements
of resource providers and users. Therefore, the scheduling issue in this layer is
often also referred to as resource allocation [34–37].
• Job scheduling. Within a data-centric system, various jobs, such as HPC and
MapReduce-style jobs, will be submitted in parallel by many applications (or
users). Simple scheduling algorithms such as FIFO, are hard to satisfy performance requirements in most cases. To improve the job’s execution performance,
a scheduling algorithm is needed to assign jobs or tasks to appropriate nodes in
a certain order. Therefore, the scheduling issue in this layer is also known as job
scheduling.
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Fig. 1 Resource scheduling hierarchy in DCS

• Data scheduling. On the storage layer of data-centric systems, there are large volumes of data stored and managed by distributed nodes. The goal of data scheduling
is two-fold: in one aspect, data-centric systems employ various data placement
and migration techniques to increase the storage resource utilization, data reliability and availability; in the other aspect, data-centric systems apply online
scheduling techniques for data prefetching, data transfer etc., for accelerating the
job (request) execution, aiming to reduce to data access/transfer latency Fig. 2.
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Fig. 2 Resource scheduling taxonomy in DCS
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Resource Provision

During the past few years, cloud computing has become a main trend in delivering IT
services, where the computing and storage capabilities are shared among multiplex
many users. In a cloud computing platform, the resources are available on-demand,
charged on a pay-as-you-go basis. In one aspect, cloud providers hold enormous
computing resources in their data centers, while in the other aspect, cloud users lease
the resources from cloud providers to run their applications. Usually, the resource
requirement imposed by cloud users are heterogeneous [18] and time-varying [79,
80], which makes the scheduling much more complicated.
According to the provision model, we classify the resource provision techniques
into three groups: economic-based, SLA-oriented, and utility-oriented. The first and
second groups focus on resource provision issues between providers and consumers
using economical models or SLA contracts, while the third group concentrates on
high-efficiency resource management from the perspective of the data center owner.

3.2.1

Economic-Based Resource Provision

To maximize benefits on cloud platforms, many researchers proposed various economic models to effectively solve the issues of scheduling problems in the grid or
cloud environments, such as commodity market [81], posted price [45, 82], tendering/contract [38], bargaining [83, 84], auction [43, 21], and so on. Economics-based
methods are very suitable for handling the provision issues in a cloud environment,
as they have been effectively utilized in the field of economics to regulate the supply
and demand of limited resources.
The concept of a commodity market model is similar to commodity trade in real
markets in our daily life. Resource providers specify their service prices and charge
users according to the amount of resources they use. The users can freely choose a
proper service, but the price is unable to change. The prices can be generated based
on the resource supply and demand. Generally, the resources are priced in such a
way that supply and demand equilibrium is reached.
The posted price model is similar to the commodity market model. The only
difference is that the posted price model advertises special offers in order to attract
consumers. The posted-price offers will have usage conditions, but they might be
attractive for some users because the posted prices are generally cheaper compared
to regular prices.
Although some economic-based resource allocation are non-price-based [85],
most of the economic-based schedulers emphasize the schemes for establishing an
appropriate price based upon their users’ demands. They in turn determine a proper
price that keeps supply and demand in equilibrium. Several market principles are
considered in the process of figuring out the price scheme, including equilibrium
price [82], Pareto efficiency [86], individual rationality [87], stability [88], and
communication efficiency [55].
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SLA-Oriented Resource Provision

Although economic-based methods achieve impressive performances for allocating
resources, there exist some limitations in some cases. The limitations lie in the
difficulty for users to determine an quantized resource demand. When a user sends
a request for resources to a provider, the provider looks for resources to satisfy the
request and assigns the resources to the requesting users, usually as a form of virtual
machines with different capabilities. However, for the users of the systems it would
be difficult, even unable, to make a decision about the number and types of resources
needed, especially when the request is time-varying. The ultimate concern of the user
is to meet application-level requirements, instead of determining resource allocation
needs.
To address such problems, many researchers proposed dynamic provisioning of
resource using virtualization. The amount of provisioned resource can be adjusted
with the workload fluctuates over time. Meng et al. [47] proposed a joint-VM provisioning approach in which multiple VMs are consolidated and provisioned together,
based on an estimate of their aggregate capacity needs. This approach exploits statistic multiplexing among the workload patterns of multiple VMs to improve the overall
resource utilization.
Garg et al. [49] proposed a dynamic resource provision strategy that considers
SLAs of different types, particularly transactional and non-interactive applications.
Both types of applications have different types of SLA requirements and specifications. For transactional workload, the placement decisions are made dynamically
to respond to the workload variation. For non-interactive workload, the resource
manager predicts the future resource availability and schedules the jobs by stealing
CPU cycles.
Cloud providers such as Amazon EC2, usually offer differentiable QoS guarantees
for users, which are essential for ensuring the service quality users received. The QoS
guarantees are defined in the form of SLA (Service Level Agreement). Under such
circumstances, cloud providers are delegated to make the decisions about the number
and types of resources allocated. SLA-oriented methods are proposed to allocate
resources to each user with the fulfillment of SLA [89]. Besides satisfying the SLA,
these methods also concern other system performance metrics, such as improving
the resource utilization [35], energy conservation [90], and cost reduction [56].

3.2.3

Utility-Oriented Resource Provision

Besides these two kinds of resource provision, there are some provision techniques
that neglect actual levels of services required by different users and assume all
requests are of equal importance. These provision techniques focus on the system utilization, rather than the profit and SLA contracts, so they are labeled as
utility-oriented resource provision.
Paragon [35] is a heterogeneity and interference-aware data center scheduler, which supports the classification of an unknown application with respect to
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heterogeneity and interference. Paragons classification engine utilizes existing data
from previously scheduled applications and offline training and requires only a minimal signal about a new workload. It uses singular value decomposition to perform
collaborative filtering and identify similarities between incoming and previously
scheduled workloads.
Researchers [90] improve the service scheduling by historical workload traces
characterization. The long-term workload patterns are derived by workload discretization. The resources are allocated predictively by the predicted base load at
hour-level scale and reactively allocated to handle any excess workload at minutelevel scale. The combination of predictive and reactive provisioning contributes to
meeting SLA requirements, conserve energy, and reduce allocation cost.
Beloglazov et al. [55] proposed resource provisioning and allocation algorithms
for energy-efficient management in cloud computing environments. The proposed
energy-aware allocation heuristics provision data center resources to client applications in a way that improves energy efficiency of the data center, while delivering
the negotiated Quality of Service (QoS).
Birke et al. [91] characterized the evolution and the elasticity of workload demands
in several thousands of servers at geographically distributed data centers, to improve
the effectiveness of capacity planning and resource provision in data centers.
Xiong et al. [56] proposed a SLA (Service Level Agreement)-based approach for
allocating resources to satisfy the quality of service (QoS) constraints while minimizing the total cost of computational power. These QoS metrics include percentile
response time, cluster utilization, packet loss rate and cluster availability.
Economic-based methods are very suitable for scheduling resources in cloud environments, for regulating the supply and demand of resources at market equilibrium.
With the advent of economic-based methods, SLA-oriented methods are promoted
to differentiate QoS guarantees for users. SLA-oriented methods are suitable for the
users that are only concerned with application-level requirements, rather than the
amounts and types of involved resources. Utility-oriented methods aim to improve
the system utilization, regarding all resource requests as having equal importance.
Therefore, utility-based methods are applicable in cluster computing systems that do
not have to consider customer-driven service managements.

3.3

Job Scheduling

Once the resources are provisioned to applications (or VM instances), each application needs to schedule the allocated resources to perform various computation jobs.
In this context, the scheduling problem concerns matching the jobs to the available
resources for maximization of system throughput, execution efficiency, and so on.
The optimal matching is an optimization problem with NP-complete complexity.
Due to the high diversity of jobs and situations, there is no general job scheduling
algorithm that can fit for all jobs. The most widely-used methods are heuristic methods, such as genetic algorithms, tabu search and simulated annealing. These methods
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have been successfully applied as approximately optimal algorithms to solve the job
scheduling problem.
In this chapter, we classify these job scheduling methods into static scheduling and
dynamic scheduling. Static scheduling techniques are suitable for the environments
where the details of all jobs and resources are known prior to the scheduling being
performed. On the contrary, dynamic job scheduling is performed on the fly each
time a job arrives. Dynamic scheduling techniques are applied in the environments
where job information and resource states cannot be available in advance.

3.3.1

Static Job Scheduling

Static scheduling techniques are commonly used in HPC and computing grid environments. In order to minimize the turnaround time, many approximation algorithms
have been proposed, such as genetic algorithms [92], simulated annealing algorithms
[93], and ant colony algorithms [94]. Some of these approximation methods are inspired by nature’s phenomena. They do not guarantee an absolute optimal solution,
but they are guaranteed to find an approximate optimal solutions in a timely manner.
The quality of these solutions can be tuned by a series of parameters.
Genetic Algorithm is an evolutionary technique for solving job scheduling problem where the solution space is large. Using a genetic algorithm, the scheduling
problem is represented as a genome, while a scheduling genome can be defined by
the sequence of tasks. Each task and its corresponding start time represents a gene,
which is a unit of genome.
The Simulated Annealing (SA) is a well-known greedy method where the search
process is simulated by the thermal procedure of obtaining low-energy crystalline
states of a solid. To avoid falling local optimum, SA results in a worse solution in
some cases, however in most cases it results in a better solution. Analogous to the
thermal procedure of metal smelting, the probability is based on the temperature that
decreases for each iteration. This means, as the search progresses, a worse solution
is increasingly difficult to be generated.
So far, static scheduling has been widely applied in the field of grid computing.
Braun et al. [95] evaluated and compared the efficiency of 11 heuristics, including GA, SA, Tabu, Minimum Execution Time (MET), Minimum Completion Time
(MCT), and so on. This study gives valuable guidelines for choosing a technique
which outperforms another under a specific circumstance. More details on static
scheduling can also be found in [96].

3.3.2

Dynamic Job Scheduling

Dynamic scheduling are applicable to the situation when the jobs arrive one after
another, rather than being fixed. During the jobs execution, available resources can be
scheduled on the fly to handle the new coming jobs. The goals of various dynamic job
scheduling methods differ greatly. Besides system throughput, many job scheduling
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methods are designed to emphasize other metrics in certain environments, including
fairness, load balance, QoS guarantee, energy consumption, and so on.
Schedulers in Hadoop are a representation of the implementation of dynamic job
scheduling. The original default scheduler in Hadoop uses FIFO policy to schedule jobs. Later significant research efforts have been devoted to developing more
effective and efficient schedulers. Now, the default scheduler in Hadoop is replaced
by FAIR scheduler [60]. Moreover, a variety of alternative job schedulers, i.e. Delay Scheduler, Dynamic Proportional Scheduler, Capacity Scheduler etc., have been
proposed.
Zaharia et al. [60] proposed FAIR Scheduler, with a rational of allocating every
job a fair share of the slots over time. In fair scheduler, jobs are assigned to pools,
which are assigned a guaranteed minimum quota of logic units of resources, aka.
slots. Slots are first allocated into pools and then allocated to individual jobs within
each pool. Each pool is given a minimum share and the sum of minimum quota
of all pools does not exceed the system capacity. Idle slots are shared among jobs
and assigned to the job with the highest slot deficit. Due to its simplicity and high
performance, FAIR scheduler has gained a high popularity in Hadoop community.
However, some recent work [97] has shown that the FAIR scheduler is not very
well-suited for scheduling diverse workloads with considerably small jobs.
Similar as FAIR scheduler, Capacity Scheduler was also developed to ensure a fair
allocation of computing resources among large number of users. The jobs from these
users are submitted to different queues. Each queue is configured with a fraction
of resource capacity, and free resources can be shared among the queues. Within
each queue, the share of resources allocated to a user is limited, this is to guarantee
that no user occupies or controls the resources exclusively. In addition, jobs can
be configured with priorities. Jobs with high priorities can be allocated resources
preferentially.
Delay scheduling method proposed by Zaharia et al. [31] preferentially schedule
jobs to nodes where these jobs have good data locality. The method would schedule
the job of which the input data is available on a node with free slots, rather than
the job with the highest priority. Delay scheduling performs well in typical Hadoop
workloads because there are multiple locations where a task can run to access each
data block.
YARN [59], known as the next generation of Hadoop compute platform, separates resource management functions from the programming model. This separation
makes various alternative programming models besides MapReduce applicable on
YARN, such as Dryad [98], Spark [99], and so on.
In YARN, the functionalities of the JobTracker node in traditional Hadoop is split
and performed by two components: a global ResourceManager and per-application
ApplicationMasters. The ResourceManager allocates resources among all the applications in the system. The ResourceManager cooperates with per-node slaves, and
form the data-computation framework. The ApplicationMaster is responsible for
negotiating resources from the ResourceManager and working with the computing
slaves to execute and monitor the tasks.
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Chang et al. [24] proposed a theoretical framework for optimal scheduling in
MapReduce. The authors formulate a linear program which minimizes the job completion times to solve the problem. Given the hardness at solving the linear program,
approximate algorithms are designed to achieve feasible schedules within a small
constant factor of the optimal value of the objective function.
Sandholm et al. [100] developed a dynamic priority (DP) scheduler, which allows
users to bid for task slots or quality of service levels dynamically. For a given user,
the budget of slots is proportional to the spending rate at which a user has previously
bid for a slot and inversely proportional to the aggregate spending rate of all existing
users. When a group of slots have been allocated to one user, that same spending
rate is deducted from the users budget. Using this mechanism, the scheduler allows
users to optimize and customize their slots allocation according to job requirements
and system overhead.
Sparrow [33] provides low response times for parallel sub-second jobs that are
executed on a large-scale cluster. The authors focus on short task workload scheduling
for low-latency and high throughput. The schedulers run on a set of machines that
operate autonomously and without shared state. Such a decentralized design offers
attractive properties of high scalability and availability.
Energy-aware methods aim to optimize energy consumption by job dispatching.
The method proposed by Wang et al. [29] and the one proposed by Kliazovich et al.
[26] belong to this group of methods. Wang et al. [101] presents a thermal aware
scheduling algorithm for data centers to reduce the temperatures inside of the data
center. An analytical model, which describes data center resources with heat transfer
properties and workloads with thermal features are used to guide the scheduler to
find suitable resources for workload execution.
Nguyen et al. proposed a reputation-based resource selection scheme to reduce
the energy waste caused by failures. They introduced a reputation model, called
Opera, combined with a vector representation of the reputation and the just-in-time
feature that represents the real-time system status. Opera enables the scheduler in
Hadoop to select appropriate nodes which helped to reduce not only the number of
re-executed tasks, but also improve the energy efficiency of the whole system.
Job scheduling focused on matching multiple jobs to multiple nodes using various
heuristics. Scheduling techniques for MapReduce jobs usually use dynamic heuristics, such as fairness, data locality, and execution efficiency. While for HPC jobs,
the scheduling techniques use static heuristics, such as OLB (Opportunistic Load
Balancing), MET, MCT, GA, SA, and so on.

3.4

Data Scheduling

In the early stage of distributed computing systems, such as data grids, the data
scheduling was coupled with job scheduling. In this mechanism, the cost for data
access and movement are taken into considerations when deciding job scheduling.
However, due to the increased growth of data size, data scheduling was gradually
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decoupled from job scheduling [102], and became an important issue in large-scale
distributed systems.
There have been several recent studies investigating new approaches for data management and data transfer in distributed systems. These approaches can be classified
into two categories: online data scheduling and offline data scheduling. The former
focuses on scheduling data for serving the job (request) execution. The main goal is
to reduce to data access latency and improve the job (request) execution efficiency.
The latter handles the data scheduling for improving the storage resource utilization or improving the data reliability. These data scheduling approaches are offline
because they are not directly performed for the online job execution.
3.4.1

Online Data Scheduling

Balman et al. [70] developed data scheduling methodologies and the key attributes for
reliability, adaptability and performance optimization of distributed data placement
tasks. An adaptive scheduling of data placement tasks is proposed for improving
end-to-end performance. The adaptive scheduling approach includes dynamically
tuning data transfer parameters over wide area networks for efficient utilization of
available network capacity and optimized end-to-end data transfer performance.
To optimize the performance of data transfer, Chowdhury et al. [71] proposed a
global data transfer management architecture and a set of network resource scheduling algorithms. Guo et al. [103] decrease the network traffic via inter-flow data
aggregation with an efficient incast tree.
Al-Fares et al. [104] proposed a dynamic flow scheduling system, called Hedera, for multi-stage switch topologies found in data centers. Hedera collects flow
information from constituent switches, computes non-conflicting paths for flows,
and instructs switches to re-route traffic accordingly. The design goal of Hedera is
to maximize aggregate network utilization-bisection bandwidth and to do so with
minimal scheduler overhead or impact on active flows.
Seo et al. [72] proposed prefetching and pre-shuffling optimization to improve the
MapReduce performance. The prefetching scheme involves the intra-block prefetching and the inter-block prefetching. The prefetching scheme exploits data locality,
while the pre-shuffling scheme significantly reduces the network overhead required
to shuffle key-value pairs.
3.4.2

Offline Data Scheduling

To improve data locality, Abad et al. [76] observed the correlation between benefits
of data locality and data access patterns. They propose a distributed adaptive data
replication algorithm, called DARE, that aids the scheduler to achieve better data
locality. DARE addresses two problems, how many replicas for each file and where
to place them. DARE makes use of probabilistic sampling and a competitive aging
algorithm independently at each node. It takes advantage of existing remote data
accesses in the system and incurs no extra network usage.
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To save the energy consumption caused by communication fabric, DENS [26]
combines energy efficiency and network awareness to achieve the balance between
job performance, QoS requirement, traffic demands and energy consumed by the data
center. DENS is designed to avoid hotspots with a data center while minimizing the
number of computing servers required for job execution. DENS is particulary relevant
in data centers running data-intensive jobs which produce heavy data transfer.
Ranganathan et al. [102] developed a data scheduling framework to satisfy various
and general metrics and constraints, including resource utilization response times.
The data movement operations may be either tightly bound to a job, or performed by
a decoupled, asynchronous process on the basis of historical data access patterns.
In the context of traditional data storage systems, such as data grids, various
offline data scheduling have been proposed and implemented. Offline data scheduling focuses on data storage, transfer, copy and replication management, aiming to
improve the utilization ratio of storage resources and data access QoS, instead of
directly serving the process of task execution. Online data scheduling focuses on job
execution acceleration, and explores the strategies of data prefetch, parallel transfer
and distribution for task execution procedure on a massive data processing framework. Compared with offline data scheduling, online data scheduling overcomes the
limitation of lack-responsivity to job execution, and limits data I/O latency during
the job execution.

4

Case Studies

Section 3 reviewed recourse scheduling techniques from three aspects, resource provision, job scheduling and data scheduling. In this section, we present how these techniques work in practical production systems. Particularly, we have chosen Amazon
EC2, Dawning Nebulae, Taobao Yunti, and Microsoft SCOPE as the cases for study.

4.1 Amazon EC2
Amazon EC2 is one of the most popular IaaS cloud platforms which allow users
to rent computing and storage resources to run applications, typically in forms of
virtual machines. EC2 enables users to create virtual machines, each of which is
called an instance. EC2 defines several type of instances,and configures each type
with different computing power, memory and storage capacity.
EC2 applies commodity market and posted pricing models for provisioning the
resource to users. More specifically, EC2 creates separate resource pools and has
separate capacities for each type of VM. The market price for each VM type can
fluctuate periodically to reflect the balance between demand and supply. Using the
commodity market model, EC2 announces its service price according to the resource
capacity and configuration. Customers can choose an appropriate service that meet
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their objective. The pricing policy can be derived from the resource supply and
demand. In general, services are priced in such a way that achieves a supply and
demand equilibrium. Using the posted price model, EC2 announces the special
offers as a supplement of regular prices. The scheduling compares whether special
offers can meet the requirement of users, and match the supply and demand if they
are matched. If not, the scheduling apply commodity strategy as usual.
In addition, EC2 offers three purchasing models to facilitate the cost optimization
for users. The models provide different guarantees regarding when instances can be
launched and terminated.
1. On-Demand instances, which allow users to pay an hourly fee with no guarantee
that launching will be possible at any given time.
2. Reserved instances, which allow users to pay a low, one-time fee and in turn
receive a significant discount on the hourly usage charge for that instance.Paying
a yearly fee buys clients the ability to launch one reserved instance whenever they
wish.
3. Spot instances, which enable users to bid for unused Amazon EC2 capacity. The
Spot Price changes periodically based on supply and demand, and customers
whose bids meet or exceed it gain access to the available Spot Instances.

4.2

Dawning Nebulae

Supercomputers are regarded as the important infrastructure to carry out high performance computing. They are expected to run not only computation-intensive
applications but also data-intensive applications, which challenges the job scheduling
softwares on these supercomputers. To satisfy the requirements of different users, the
scheduling softwares must exploit various policies, and assign different kinds of jobs
flexibly. Here, we use Dawning Nebulae as a case of the job scheduling techniques
applied to supercomputers.
Dawning Nebulae is a supercomputer developed by ChineseAcademy of Sciences.
It includes more than 9200 multi-core CPUs, and more than 4600 NVIDIA GPUs.
It achieves a performance of more than 1270 trillion operations per second or 1.27
petaflops [105]. It ranked second in the TOP 500 list of the world’s most powerful
supercomputers released in June 2010 [106]. Dawning Nebulae has been set up
in NSCC-Shenzhen[http://www.nsccsz.gov.cn]. It provides about 200 user groups
and research entities with application services such as weather forecast, ocean data
simulation, gene research, universe evolution, and so on.
Dawning Nebulae includes huge computing resource and storage resource, and
has to depend on a special and powerful software platform to manage these resource.
Platform LSF (Load Sharing Facility) [107] is such a platform. It contains multiple
distributed resource management softwares, and it can connect computers into a
cluster, monitor loads of systems, schedule and balance workload and so on. Here,
we only focus on the scheduling software of Platform LSF, and take it as the scheduler
of Dawning Nebulae.
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The scheduler provides several scheduling policies like first-come-first-service
(FCFS), preemption, fair share, and so on. It supports multiple policies co-existing
in the same cluster. For convenience of description, we introduce these policies one
by one.The first policy is FCFS. According to this policy, the scheduler attempts to
assign jobs in the order submitted. However, the shorter jobs with higher priorities
will be pending for a long time if a long job with low priority was submitted earlier.
The second policy is the preemption policy. Preemption is not enabled until all
the job slots in a cluster are occupied. After receiving the job with high priority, the
scheduler suspends one job with low priority to free the slots occupied by the job.
And then, it assigns the job with high priority to these slots. It resumes the suspended
job if free job slots are available.
The third policy is the fair share policy. According to this policy, the scheduler
divides cluster resources into shares, and assign shares to users. The policy can avoid
the cluster resources monopolized by one user. The forth policy is exclusive policy.
With this policy, the scheduler allows a job exclusive use of specified server hosts,
and does not preempt the exclusive jobs. The last policy is the backfill policy. Under
the policy, the scheduler allows small jobs to use the slots reserved for other jobs.
However, it will kill those small jobs if they cannot be finished within their run limit.

4.3

Taobao Yunti

With the rapid growth of data volume in many enterprises, effective and efficient
analytics on large-scale data becomes a challenging issue. Large-scale distributed
computing systems, such Hadoop, have been applied by more and more organizations. Here, we take a Hadoop production cluster in Taobao [108] as another example
to illustrate job scheduling techniques.
Taobao is the biggest online e-commerce enterprise in Asia, ranked 10th in the
world as reported by Alexa. The Yunti cluster is an internal data platform in Taobao
for processing petabyte-level business data mostly derived from the e-commerce web
site of “www.taobao.com”. The total volume of data stored in the Yunti has exceeded
25 PB, and the data volume grows with the speed of 30 TB per day.1 The goal of
the Yunti cluster is to provide multi-user businesses with large-scale data analysis
service for some online applications. Yunti is built on Hadoop 0.19, with some slight
modifications.
In the early stage, the Yunti cluster directly employed FAIR [60] to allocate the
slots because FAIR achieves high performance and supports multi-user clusters.
However, after several months of system running, it is observed that FAIR is not
optimal for scheduling small jobs within a miscellaneous workload. The goal of
FAIR is to assure the fairness among all jobs. FAIR always reassigns idle slots to the
pool with the highest slot deficits. However, small jobs usually apply fewer slots,
thus the slot deficits of small jobs are often smaller than the ones of normal jobs.
Therefore, small jobs are more likely to suffer from long waits than the other jobs.
1

These statistics were released on the year of 2012.
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The users of Yunti submitting small jobs, including application developers, data
analysts and project managers from different departments in Taobao, will complain
about the long-waits.
As new workloads which feature short and interactive jobs are emerging, small
jobs are becoming pervasive. Many small jobs are initiated by interactive and online
analysis, which requires instant and interactive response. Ren et al. [97] proposed
and implemented a job scheduler called Fair4S, to optimize the completion time of
small jobs. Fair4S introduces pool weights and extends job priorities to guarantee
the rapid response for small jobs. It is verified that Fair4S accelerates the average
waiting times by a factor of 7 compared with FAIR scheduler for small jobs.

4.4

Microsoft SCOPE

SCOPE [109] is a distributed computation platform in Microsoft for processing largescale data analysis jobs and serving a variety of online services. Tens of thousands
of jobs are executed on SCOPE everyday. Scope integrates parallel databases with
MapReduce systems, achieving both good performance and scalability.
SCOPE relies on a distributed data platform, named COSMOS, for storing large
volumes of data sets. COSMOS is designed to run on tens of thousands of servers and
has similar goals to other distributed storage systems, like Google File System [110]
and Hadoop Distributed File System [111]. COSMOS is an append-only file system
optimized for large sequential I/O. All writes are append-only, and concurrent writers
are serialized by the system. Data are distributed and replicated for fault tolerance
and compressed to save storage and increase I/O throughput.
In SCOPE, the executions of jobs are scheduled by a centralized job manager.
The job manager constructs the job graph (directed acyclic graph) and schedules
the tasks across the available servers in the cluster. The job manager simplifies
job management by classifying distinct types of vertices into separate stages. Like
JobTracker in Hadoop, the job manager maintains the job graph and monitors the
status of each vertex (task) in the graph.
As SCOPE is deployed on globally distributed data centers, an automated mechanism to place application data across these datacenters is quite necessary. SCOPE
employs a data placement algorithm, called Volley [112], to minimize the bandwidth
cost and data access latency. Volley analyzes the logs using an iterative optimization
algorithm based on data access patterns and client locations, and outputs migration
recommendations back to the cloud service.
Volley periodically analyzes COSMOS to determine whether the migration should
be executed. To perform the analysis, Volley relies on the SCOPE to accelerate the
analysis efficiency. The analysis procedure is composed of three phases. In Phase 1,
a reasonable initial placement of data items based on client IP addresses is computed.
In Phase 2, the placement of data items by moving them freely over the surface of
the earth is improved iteratively, which consumes the dominant computational time.
Phase 3 iteratively collapses data with the satisfaction of capacity constraints of data
centers.
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Future Trends and Challenges

The topic of resource scheduling has been investigated in a great deal of literature,
however, this is still an emerging field and there are many open problems in the area
of data-centric systems. In this section, we enumerate a few such challenges that
may help to inspire new developments in the field.
Increasing System Heterogeneity. With the progress of IT technologies, new
software and hardware products emerge increasingly. In order to improve system
performance and satisfy users’ requirements, data centers have to adopt timely new
products such as SSD and SDN [113], and hence they always include different types
of equipment, even multiple generation equipments of the same type. Data centers are heterogeneous inevitably, and their heterogeneity grows with the adoption
of new equipments. The ever-growing heterogeneity challenges resource provision
especially when considering the different requirements from users.
It’s very common that some tasks are designed to run on some machines for special
purposes, i.e. the machines with special accelerators for an expected performance
goal. Users define the constraints or preference of the machines to run their tasks
by task specifications, which provide detailed requirements of users, meanwhile this
makes resource provision more difficult and complicated. In addition, such resource
affinity and constraints also complicate task migration.
Scalable Decentralized Scheduling. In a system with a centralized architecture,
scheduling decision are made by a master node. The node maintains all information
about tasks and keeps track of all available resources in the system. A centralized
scheduler can be deployed easily, while its performance is limited by the master
node. However, in a decentralized system, a master node and multiple slave nodes
cooperate to schedule tasks. Hence, the scheduler in such a system can assign tasks
with higher performance and scalability.
Decentralized schedulers have begun to attract more and more attentions as the
scales of data centers grow. In decentralized schedulers, the nodes involved in coscheduling are assumed to be autonomous, and responsible for their own scheduling
decisions. However, if these nodes make these decisions independently, they can
only optimize their performance rather than the performance of the whole system.
New techniques and models need to be designed to schedule jobs, and hence optimize
the performance of the whole system.
Enhancing Information Sharing. In data-centric systems of which the resources
belong to multiple providers, users request resources to run their applications, while
providers respond to these requests, and allocate resource for the users. If providers
and users can share detailed information about resources and applications, schedulers
can make efficient decision, and optimize system performance. However, providers
and users only reveal limited information about resources and applications due to
security concerns as well as other reasons. Some works were carried out to capture
characters of workloads by analyzing historical trace, which makes it feasible to optimize job schedulers according to workloads. For periodic jobs, if we can derive their
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characters, we can optimize the scheduling of these kind of jobs by pre-scheduling.
Unfortunately, there exist few examples of such work.
Schedulability Analysis. When processing real-time jobs like interactive queries,
periodic jobs and so on, a data-centric system must satisfy the time constraints of
them. However, it is challenging to satisfy the time constraints because the system
has to respond to the requirements from multiple users with relative QoS, especially when the job scales increase dramatically. And hence, an efficient and smart
scheduler is needed to handle these kind of real-time jobs. Unfortunately, not all
data-centric systems are suitable for real-time jobs. So it is very important to analyze
whether a system can process real-time jobs with the specified time constraints before submitting real-time jobs to the system. There exist some research works which
carry out scheduability analysis, however they only apply to multiprocessors [114]
and virtualized platforms [115]. Besides, the models in these works are simple and
only suitable for computing resources. Therefore, these works cannot be exploited
to do scheduability analysis in data-centric systems, and new scheduability analysis
techniques should be investigated as soon as possible with the consideration of computing resources, storage resources, network bandwidth, job scale, data distribution,
resource competition, dynamic load, and so on.
Predictive Resource Allocation. Resource demand prediction [116] plays an essential role in dynamic resource allocation and job scheduling. For example, if a
user has a job that needs to be finished within a certain deadline, an adequate amount
of computing resources must be allocated. To determine whether or not a certain
amount of resources are “adequate”, the user needs to predict the completion time
of the job with the resources. However, due to the heterogeneity and dynamism of
the workload, the prediction of future resource demands would be hardly accurate.
Reiss et al. [18] analyzed Google trace data [117] to reveal several insights which
are helpful for improving the resource scheduling in a cloud infrastructure. The most
notable characteristics of workload are heterogeneity and dynamism, which make
the resource demand prediction very difficult.

6

Conclusions

In this chapter, we gave a survey of the scheduling techniques used in the three
kinds of data-centric systems, including cloud computing platforms, data-intensive
super computing systems, and MapReduce-style systems. According to the scheduling model, we categorized these techniques into three groups, including resource
provision, job scheduling and data scheduling. We reviewed the new techniques
systematically and outlined the open problems in each level. Further more, four
practical systems selected from the industrial field are discussed to further understand the scheduling techniques and their applications. Finally, we concluded with
some open problems in resource scheduling, aiming to inspire new developments
within this field.
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